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k 1 c. y = Vmax*a*b*c/(Ka*Kab*Kabc+Kab*Kabc*a+Kba*Kabc*b +(Ka*Kab*Kabc/Kc)*c+Kabc*a*b+Kacb*a*c +(Kba*Kabc/Kbc)*b*c+a*b*c)
b. y = Vmax*a*b*c/(Ka*Kab*Kabc+Kab*Kabc*a+Kba*Kabc*b +(Ka*Kab*Kabc/Kc)*c+Kabc*a*b+Kacb*a*c +(Kba*Kabc/Kbc)*b*c+(1+a/Kabca)*a*b*c) a. y = ((Vmax+(a/Kabca)*V2)*a*b*c)/(Ka*Kab*Kabc+Kab*Kabc*a+Kba*Kabc*b +(Ka*Kab*Kabc/Kc)*c+Kabc*a*b+Kacb*a*c +(Kba*Kabc/Kbc)*b*c+(1+a/Kabca)*a*b*c)
f. y = (Vmax*a)/(Ka+a)
Supplementary Fig. 2
Formulae used to fit the data in Supplementary Fig. 3 ; a: DHP, b: ATP, c: glutamate. V max is the maximal activity of the enzyme without substrate inhibition. V2 is the maximal activity when the enzyme is inhibited by substrate binding at the second site. All the K symbols represent the different equilibrium constants depicted in Supplementary Fig. 1 . 
